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CMOS Analog Divider and Four-Quadrant Multiplier Using Pool Circuits
Shen-Iuan Liu and Cheng-Chieh Chang

Abstract-CMOS divider and four-quadrant multiplier circuits
using the pool circuits are presented. Using CMOS differential
amplifiers and MOS transistors biased in the saturation region,
the new analog divider and multiplier are presented. Experimental and simulation results are given to verify the theoretical
analyses. The proposed circuitsare expected to be useful in analog
signal processing applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION
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NALOG CMOS signal processing circuits have received
significant attention [1]-[3]. An analog divider is an
important building block in analog computation, fuzzy control,
and instrumentation [ 11-[3], etc. Many analog continuous-time
and sampled-data divider circuits have been presented in the
literature [4]-[9]. However, using passive resistors or MOS
transistors biased in the triode region and operational amplifiers as building blocks to synthesize the division function
will limit the high-frequency operation and accuracy of the
divider [5], [7], [9]. Moreover, it will also increase the cost,
power consumption, and chip areas. Hence, development of
an all-MOS analog divider will be beneficial.
Analog CMOS circuits based on the square-algebraic identity can be realized since the squaring function can be obtained
from the well-known square-law model of the MOS transistors
in saturation [lo]-[14]. In this paper, we describe two nonlinear computational circuits, i.e., a divider and a four-quadrant
multiplier based on the square-algebraic identity and the pool
circuits [lo], [ 111. Experimental and simulation results are
given to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed circuits.
The proposed circuits are expected to be useful in analog signal
processing applications.

Fig. 1. The pool circuit proposed by Tsay and Newcomb
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11. CIRCUITDESCRIPTION

The basic idea to realize the divider is to utilize the
following equation:

(a

+ b)2 - ( a - b)2 = 4ab E c.

(1)

Fig. 2. The proposed divider.

If “b” and “c” are assumed to be two different input signals
and “a” is an output signal, the division function can be
obtained easily. Fig. 1 shows the so-called pool circuit [lo],
[ 111. Assume that all the NMOS devices in Fig. 1 are biased in
the saturation region with individual wells connected to their
sources to eliminate the body effect. Let the transconductance

parameter and the threshold voltage of h/r, through M4 be
equal to K and VT, respectively. 1131 (= 113)and Is2 (= 1s)
are two dc current sources. The currents 11 and 12 in the pool
circuit can be given as
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and

11 = K(v1 - U , )

/

$
T
-

1 2 = K(u2 - u3)/=.

T

2

(2)

(3)

Therefore, at the equilibrium state
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U,

= U1

+ U 2 - ‘u3.

(4)
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Fig. 3. The proposed four-quadrant multiplier.

This circuit operates as a pool [ 113 in the sense that the currents
flowing in and flowing out are in equilibrium at the output
node w,. One can obtain the addition and subtraction functions
from Fig. 1. The proposed CMOS divider consisting of three
pool circuits, one CMOS transconductance amplifier and two
NMOS devices is shown in Fig. 2. The threshold voltage VT
can be generated by VT extractor in [15].The gate-to-source
voltages of the devices M A and M B in Fig. 2 can be expressed
as

a division operation can be obtained with

The following condition should be satisfied for proper operation:

-VB < V, < VB if

VB > 0.

(9)

If a parasitic capacitor C, exists at the output node V,, then
(8) can be rewritten as

and

where VB is an input signal (i.e., divisor) of the proposed
divider, VT is the threshold voltage of M A and M B . Assume
that K A is the transconductance parameter of MA and MB.
The drain currents of M A and MB can be obtained as

I1 - 1 2 =KA(VB - vo)2
- KA(vB
= -4KA VBv o .

+ Vo)’
(6)

s gmVc if

2IC
>> V;
KC

I, = I1

+ I, - 13 - I ,

- K(vl + 213 + VQ),+ K(w2 f V 4 f vQ)2

The current 13 can be approximated as
13

To be stable for this circuit, the pole of this circuit must be in
the left-hand plane (LHP), which indicates that VB> 0.
According to (l), if “a” and “b” are two different inputs and
“c” is the output, one can obtain the multiplication function
easily. The proposed four-quadrant multiplier is shown in
Fig. 3. The addition of various voltages at the gates of devices
M1-M4 can be realized by the pool circuits similarly. The
output current I, of this four-quadrant multiplier can be given
as

(7)

where gm = d m , K c is the transconductance parameter
of the devices M3 and M4 in Fig. 2 and IC is the dc current
source. VC is also an input signal (i.e., dividend). Therefore,

- K(U2

+ + VQ),- K(’U1+ + VQ),
213

= 2K(t11- ‘u,)(w~- 214)

‘U4

(11)

where VQ is the dc voltage and K and VT are the transconductance parameter and the threshold voltage of the devices
M I - M ~ in Fig. 3, respectively.
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111. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

.
.

Our analysis of the proposed circuits was based so far on
the assumption that all the transistors are characterized by the
perfect square-law equation. However, the second-order effects
of the devices will degrade the performance of the proposed
circuits. The effect of the channel length modulation can be
reduced by using the long channel transistors (i.e., L > 10
pm). In this section, the second-order effects such as mobility
reduction and transistor mismatch are described separately.

TABLE I
THEASPECT
RATIOSOF THE DEVICES
IN FIGS. 1-3
Device

M I - M ~in

-bf5-1!48

W/L

Fig. 1
10130

Fig. 1
601IO

in

M.4,

Fig. 2
10110

in

M - M s in
Fig. 3
10140

(pm pm

A. Pool Circuit Error
Considering the pool circuit shown in Fig. 1, assume that
the aspect ratios of Ml and M2 are equal to K A K / 2 and
those of M3 and M4 are equal to K - A K / 2 . If the dc current
sources I B =
~ IB AI12 and I B =
~ IB - A I / 2 , one can
obtain

+

+

Simulation results show that 5% change of K contributes to
1% linearity error of w, and 5% change of I B contributes to
2% linearity error of w,. The gain error of the pool circuit can
be improved by increasing the bias current I B and K .
0.00

B. Mobility Reduction
The simplified I-V characteristic of a NMOS transistor
operated in the saturation region can be modeled [16] by

0.40

0.80

w (ydt)l.20
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Fig. 4. The simulated transfer curves of Fig. 2 with Vc = 0.35 V and 0.25
V.

where B is the mobility degradation parameter, which has a
value of 0.15 V-' in our simulations. According to (6), (7),
and (13), (8) can be rewritten as

where the higher order terms of 0 are neglected. Equation (14)
indicates that mobility reduction effect will result in the errors
of the denominator. Simulation results show that 5% change
of On for MA and M B results in 4% linearity error of w, for
0 < VB < 1 V and V c = 0.35 V.

9

C. Transistor Mismatch
Assume that the transconductance parameters of M A and
M B , shown in Fig. 2 are equal to K A A K A / ~and K A A K A / ~respectively.
,
Equation (8) can be rewritten as

+

v, E gmvc + A K A V ~

(15)

Fig. 5 . A typical output waveform of Fig. 2 where a 0.5 MHz triangular
signal changing from 0-1 V is applied to VB and VC = 0.35 V.

Equation (15) indicates that such transistor mismatches will
result in the errors of the numerator. Simulation results show
that 5% change of K A for M A and M B results in 7% linearity
error of w, for 0 < VB < 0.8 V and VC = 0.35 V.

The performance of the proposed CMOS divider and fourquadrant multiplier was verified by SPICE simulations. They

4KAvB

I v . SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

.
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Fig. 6. The dc transfer functions of Fig. 2 with Vc = 0.5 V and -0.5 V.
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Fig. 8. The dc transfer curves of the proposed multiplier in Fig. 3 with
Vi = -Vz, V3 = -V4, VQ = 1 V, VT = 1 V, and RL = 20KQ. V3 - V4
changes from -1 to 1 V and VI - V2 changes from 2 to -2 V.
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Fig. 7. A typical output waveform of Fig. 2 where V B is a 0.28 VpPp
triangular signal of 10 kHz with 0.14 V dc offset voltage. The horizontal
scale is 50 ps/div and the vertical scale is 0.2 Vldiv.

1 V, and RL = 20 Kfl. The input range with linearity error less
than 1% is up to f 1 . 3 V. The total harmonic distortion is less
than 1% with input range up to f l V. Its -3-dB bandwidth
is about 7 MHz.
V. CONCLUSION

New analog CMOS divider and four-quadrant multiplier
circuits using pool circuits are developed in this paper. Experimental and simulation results have been given to demonstrate
the feasibility of the proposed circuits. The results are expected
to be useful in the analog signal processing applications.

are ob@ined with 2-pm p-well parameters and MOSFET
= -0.8 V, K,, = 61.3
transistors with VT, = 0.99 V, V T ~
PAN’, K p = 25.9pAN2, 6 , = 0.15 V-’, and 6, = 0.04
V-l . The aspect ratios for all the devices in Figs. 1-3 are listed
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